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(54) EXPANSION ANCHOR

(57) The present invention relates to an expansion
anchor. The expansion anchor comprises a tubular
sleeve, a tightening screw and at least one deformable
leg. The tubular sleeve comprises an expansion portion
at a distal end and a body portion at a proximal end and
expansion tabs attached to the body portion and extend-
ing towards the distal end. The tightening screw is con-
figured to move the expansion portion inside the expan-
sion tabs to expand the tabs radially outwardly. The at
least one deformable leg comprises at least two coupled

segments, a distal segment attached to the expansion
portion and a proximal segment attached to the body
portion. When the expansion portion of the sleeve moves
along a longitudinal axis of the tubular sleeve, this causes
either: one of the proximal or the distal segment of the
deformable leg to get shorter in length in the direction of
the longitudinal axis; or both the distal and proximal seg-
ments of the deformable leg to retain their length and to
be radially outwardly displaced relative to the longitudinal
axis.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an expansion
anchor, in particular, but not exclusively, to an expansion
anchor suitable for use in the construction sector for an-
choring, such as for a load to a wall and/or for a load to
a top of a surface.

Background

[0002] Two different types of expansion anchor are
currently known. A first type of expansion anchor consists
of anchors made entirely of plastic, some of which are
designed for anchoring to walls made of bricks with in-
ternal partitions defining internal cavities which are hol-
low or filled with low-density material, and/or walls made
of a relatively friable or non-homogeneous materials,
such as multi-layer walls, wall made of loose (i.e. not very
compact) granular-concrete, and/or walls made of com-
pact material and therefore having a high density, such
as concrete walls or walls made of natural stone or solid
bricks, or another high-density material.
[0003] These plastic expansion anchors are used in a
wide range of applications, but their use is limited to the
anchoring of loads having a relatively low weight. Plastic
expansion anchors are unable to anchor loads having
medium duty weight.
[0004] For this reason, a second type of anchor has
been developed, which differs from the plastic expansion
anchor essentially in that it includes a tubular body made
of metal. The tubular body typically comprises a metal
conduit with an anchoring tab. The anchor having the
metal tubular body further comprises a conical body and
a tightening screw. The conical body is attached at the
end of the tightening screw. When in use, the screw is
tightened which causes the conical body to move axially
inside of the conduit. Wedges of the conical body are
gradually urged or otherwise driven radially outwards be-
tween the anchoring tabs, moving them apart towards
the inside wall of the hole in which the anchor is placed.
The anchoring tabs are moved apart until they are posi-
tioned into abutment against the inside surface (i.e. hole)
of the wall, securing the anchor into the hole in the wall
using friction.
[0005] Although metal anchors of this type are de-
signed to anchor loads to a greater extent compared to
the plastic anchors, metal anchors are limited in that they
are suitable for anchoring only to walls made of a compact
material, such as, for example, concrete. Therefore,
these anchors are usually not suitable for anchoring me-
dium duty loads also to non-compact walls such as walls
made of bricks, panels, or made of relatively friable or
non-homogeneous material.
[0006] It would be desirable to provide an expansion
anchor that can alleviate or mitigate one or more of the
aforementioned problems. Particularly, it is an object of
the invention to provide an expansion anchor which can
be used for any type of wall, or at least which can be

used for a greater range of applications. It is also an object
of the invention to provide an expansion anchor which is
capable of anchoring loads having an even higher weight.
It is a further object of the invention to provide an expan-
sion anchor that has an improved ease of use and instal-
lation. It is a yet further object of the invention to provide
an expansion anchor having an improved retention or
securing to a wall or surface.
[0007] The present invention provides at least an al-
ternative to expansion anchors of the prior art.

Summary of the Invention

[0008] In accordance with the present invention there
is provided an expansion anchor according to the ap-
pended claims.
[0009] According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided an expansion anchor comprising a tu-
bular sleeve having a longitudinal axis and comprising
an expansion threaded portion at a distal end and a body
portion at a proximal end and expansion tabs attached
to the body portion and extending towards the distal end.
The expansion anchor also comprises a tightening screw
configured to move the expansion threaded portion along
the longitudinal axis inside the expansion tabs so as to
expand the tabs radially outwardly relative to the longi-
tudinal axis. The expansion anchor comprises at least
one deformable leg extending between and attached to
the body portion and to the expansion portion of the tu-
bular sleeve. The deformable leg comprises at least two
coupled segments. The deformable leg comprises a dis-
tal segment attached to the expansion portion, and a
proximal segment attached to the body portion. The
movement of the expansion portion of the sleeve along
the longitudinal axis causes either: one of the proximal
or the distal segment of the deformable leg to get shorter
in length in the direction of the longitudinal axis; or both
the distal and proximal segments of the deformable leg
to retain their length and to be radially outwardly dis-
placed relative to the longitudinal axis.
[0010] By having at least on deformable leg having at
least two coupled segments, as the tightening screw is
tightened, the expansion threaded portion moves to-
wards the body portion and causes the expansion anchor
to operate in one of two ways. The mode of operation is
suitable for different types of wall in which the expansion
anchor is retained. Thus, the expansion anchor is not
limited to certain uses in a specific type or density or
compactness of wall structure, for example. That is, the
expansion anchor can operate in an expansion mode or
a locking mode depending on the type of wall in which
the expansion anchor is retained, each operation mode
being suitable for interlocking the expansion anchor with
the wall. In the expansion mode, both the distal and prox-
imal segments of the deformable leg retain their length
and are configured to radially outwardly displace from
the longitudinal axis. This mode of operation can be used,
for example, when the internal cavity of the wall is hollow
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or filled with a low-density material. The expansion mode
can be deployed when the expansion anchor is used in
a thin wall or in a wall made of a relatively friable or non-
homogeneous materials, such as multi-layer walls, or a
wall having a low compactness and/or density. In the
locking mode, one of the proximal or the distal segment
of the deformable leg gets shorter in length. This is par-
ticularly advantageous because the expansion anchor
can therefore also be used in thick walls and/or in walls
that are made of compact material and therefore having
a high density, such as concrete walls or walls made of
natural stone or solid bricks, or another high-density ma-
terial. The locking operation of the expansion anchor also
retains the expansion anchor in the wall. Therefore the
expansion anchor can be used to a wide variety of walls
and surfaces, the walls or surfaces having different thick-
nesses and being made of different materials.
[0011] Advantageously in some preferred embodi-
ments, the one of the proximal or the distal segment of
the deformable leg collapses to a shorter length in the
direction of the longitudinal axis.
[0012] Advantageously in specific embodiments, the
one of the proximal or the distal segment of the deform-
able leg collapses by folding into sub-segments.
[0013] Advantageously in some preferred embodi-
ments, the shortening of the proximal or distal segment
increases its radial thickness relative to the longitudinal
axis which in turn causes the other of the proximal or
distal segment to move radially outwardly relative to the
longitudinal axis as the expansion portion moves along
the longitudinal axis. Thus, one of the segments shortens
while the other moves radially outwardly. This is partic-
ularly advantageous if the segments are located at dif-
ferent portions of the wall having different properties. One
particular example which illustrates the benefit of this is
when one of the proximal and distal segment is arranged
in a wall, while the other is arranged outside of the wall.
The segment within the wall shortens and is retained with-
in the wall, while the other segment urges radially out-
ward, further improving the retention of the expansion
anchor.
[0014] Advantageously in some embodiments, the ex-
pansion threaded portion is frustoconical and tapered to-
wards the proximal end of the tubular sleeve. Therefore,
as the tightening screw is tightened, and the tubular
sleeve moves towards the body portion, the shape and
taper of the tubular sleeve guides the sleeve inside (i.e.
beneath) the expansion tabs.
[0015] Advantageously in some embodiments, the ex-
pansion threaded portion is cylindrical.
[0016] Advantageously in specific embodiments, the
tubular body is integrally formed of a single piece of ma-
terial. For example, the body of the anchor may in some
examples be monoblock. This enables the tubular body
to have similar properties at every point, allowing its per-
formance across the entire tubular body to be uniform
without irregularities and having portions of the tubular
body being stronger or weaker than other portions.

[0017] Advantageously in certain embodiments, the
expansion tabs are relatively rigid. This is particularly ad-
vantage because this limits the amount of deformation
of the expansion tabs. In some examples, the rigidity of
the expansion tabs can be selected depending on the
desired degree of expansion or deformation of the tabs.
[0018] Advantageously in certain embodiments, the
expansion tabs have a free distal end.
[0019] Advantageously in specific embodiments, the
expansion anchor comprises three expansion tabs
equally circumferentially spaced around the tubular
sleeve. In this way, the expansion tabs are spaced about
the tubular sleeve such that the tubular sleeve can en-
gage with the wall at equally spaced points about its cir-
cumference. In some embodiments, the expansion an-
chor comprises two expansion tabs spaced around the
tubular sleeve. In other embodiments, the expansion an-
chor comprises more than three expansion tabs spaced
around the tubular sleeve. In specific embodiments, the
expansion tabs are equally circumferentially spaced
around the tubular sleeve.
[0020] Advantageously in specific embodiments, the
expansion anchor comprises three deformable legs
equally circumferentially spaced around the tubular
sleeve. In this way, the deformable legs engage with the
wall at spaced apart points about its circumference so
as it improve the retention of the expansion anchor in the
wall.
[0021] Advantageously in some embodiments, the ex-
pansion tabs and deformable legs are serially arranged
using any number and any combination of said expansion
tabs and said deformable legs about the circumference
of the tubular sleeve.
[0022] Advantageously in some preferred embodi-
ments, the deformable legs are formed with areas of
weakness between the segments and between respec-
tive segments and the expansion portion and the body
portion of the tubular sleeve, the areas of weakness form-
ing bending points between two adjacent segments of
the deformable legs and/or between a segment of the
deformable legs and the body portion and/or the expan-
sion portion of the tubular sleeve. Having an area or areas
of weakness in this way is particularly advantageous be-
cause the deformation of the deformable legs can be
controlled to deform at a predetermined location, that is,
at the area(s) of weakness.
[0023] Advantageously in specific embodiments, the
areas of weakness form a living hinge. Having the areas
of weakness form a living hinge is particularly advanta-
geous since durability is improved, allowing for an in-
creased number of deformation cycles before an expan-
sion anchor needs to be replaced.
[0024] Advantageously in some embodiments, the ex-
pansion anchor is formed from a metal. By having an
expansion anchor formed from a metal, strength of the
anchor is generally improved, as is the anchor’s durabil-
ity.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

[0025] Embodiments of the invention are now de-
scribed, by way of example only, hereinafter with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates an expansion anchor from: (A)
a side view; and (B) a perspective side view;

Figure 2 illustrates an open (i.e. unfolded) sleeve of
an expansion anchor in: (A) a first configuration; (B)
a second configuration; (C) a third configuration; and
(D) a fourth configuration.

Figure 3 (A-F) illustrates a side view of an expansion
anchor operating in an expansion mode of operation;

Figure 4 (A-E) illustrates a side view of an expansion
anchor operating in a locking mode of operation;

Figure 5 illustrates a perspective view of a distal end
of an expansion anchor retained in a wall in an ex-
pansion mode of operation;

Figure 6 illustrates a perspective view of a distal end
of an expansion anchor retained in a wall in a locking
mode of operation;

Figure 7 illustrates a perspective view of a proximal
end of an expansion anchor with a tightening screw
in place;

Figure 8 illustrates a perspective view of a proximal
end of an expansion anchor in Figure 7, with the
tightening screw removed;

Figure 9 illustrates a perspective view of a distal end
of an expansion anchor according to a further em-
bodiment; and

Figure 10 illustrates a perspective detailed view of
a distal end of an expansion anchor according to a
still further embodiment.

Detailed Description

[0026] The described example embodiment relates to
an expansion anchor and particularly to an expansion
anchor for use in the construction sector. However, the
invention is not necessarily restricted expansion anchors
for use in the construction sector altogether but may also
be used to secure a plurality of components together.
[0027] As used herein, the phrase "area of weakness"
is used to describe a region within a body or part, which
has a relatively low strength compared to the surrounding
region(s).
[0028] As used herein, the term "axis" is used to de-
scribe an imaginary straight line running through a centre

of a body, about which the body is able to rotate. The
term "axis" is also used to describe a fixed reference line,
usually through the centre of a body.
[0029] As used herein, the term "deformable" is used
to describe a capability of taking another form or shape.
[0030] As used herein, the term "distal" is used to gen-
erally describe a location closest to the end of the expan-
sion anchor furthest into the hole in which the expansion
anchor is inserted, and furthest away from the user when
the expansion anchor is located into a hole.
[0031] As used herein, the term "longitudinal" is used
to describe a direction between the proximal and distal
portions of the expansion anchor. The term "longitudinal"
is also used to describe a direction running lengthwise
of the expansion anchor. For example, the longitudinal
axis of the tubular sleeve refers to an axis running length-
wise through the tubular sleeve.
[0032] As used herein, the term "monoblock" is used
to refer to a single integral component. For example, a
monoblock body section is a body section that is formed
integrally from a single component.
[0033] As used herein, the term "proximal" is used to
generally describe a location closest to the user when
the expansion anchor is located into a hole, and furthest
away from the end of the expansion anchor furthest into
the hole in which the expansion anchor is inserted.
[0034] As used herein, the term "radial" or "radially" is
used to describe a direction that is diverging from a cen-
tral reference point.
[0035] As used herein, the phrase "relatively rigid" is
used to describe the lack of ability, in proportion to an-
other member or part, to bend or otherwise be forced out
of shape. The term "rigid" is used to describe a lack of
deformability.
[0036] As used herein, the term "tubular" is used to
describe a generally cylindrical hollow-like shaped struc-
ture.
[0037] Certain terminology is used in the following de-
scription for convenience only and is not limiting. The
words ’right’, ’left’, ’lower’, ’upper’, ’front’, ’rear’, ’upward’,
’down’ and ’downward’ designate directions in the draw-
ings to which reference is made and are with respect to
the described component when assembled and mount-
ed. The words ’inner’, ’inwardly’ and ’outer’, ’outwardly’
refer to directions toward and away from, respectively, a
designated centreline or a geometric centre of an ele-
ment being described (e.g. central axis), the particular
meaning being readily apparent from the context of the
description.
[0038] Further, as used herein, the terms ’connected’,
’attached’, ’coupled’, ’mounted’ are intended to include
direct connections between two members without any
other members interposed therebetween, as well as, in-
direct connections between members in which one or
more other members are interposed therebetween. The
terminology includes the words specifically mentioned
above, derivatives thereof, and words of similar import.
[0039] Further, unless otherwise specified, the use of
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ordinal adjectives, such as, "first", "second", "third" etc.
merely indicate that different instances of like objects are
being referred to and are not intended to imply that the
objects so described must be in a given sequence, either
temporally, spatially, in ranking or in any other manner.
[0040] Like reference numerals are used to depict like
features throughout.
[0041] Figure 1 shows an anchoring member, namely
a medium duty expansion anchor 10 that is suitable for
inserting in an anchoring hole in a support or a wall. The
meaning of light duty, medium duty and high duty are all
common terms in the art and would be understood within
the common general knowledge of the person skilled in
the art. The expansion anchor 10 has a proximal end 12
and a distal end 14, and is structured such that it may be
anchored or otherwise secured to a support or wall. It is
preferable that the anchoring member though not essen-
tial that the anchor 10 comprises a metal. It shall be un-
derstood that the anchor 10 may be secured to a wall
having any structure. For example, the wall may be a
solid structure or a non-solid structure. That is, the wall
may be made from bricks, or the wall may be hollow,
having defining spaces and/or a wall that is filled with a
low-density material, or a non-compact wall such as a
multi-layered wall or a wall made from a relatively friable
material. The wall or structure may also be made from
or filled with a material having a low compactness, or the
wall may be made from a material of high density such
as concrete or natural stone or solid bricks, for example.
[0042] Referring to Figure 1, the expansion anchor 10
comprises a sleeve 16 which, in this example is tubular
in shape, having a longitudinal axis 20. The anchor 10
also comprises an expansion portion 22 at the distal end
14 which, in this example, is an expansion nut 22. The
anchor 10 has a tightening screw 28 having a drive head
and a threaded shank 30 projecting from the bottom of
the drive head in the direction of the longitudinal axis 20
towards the distal end 14 of the anchor 10. The threaded
shank 30 extends through an internal hole (not shown)
of the sleeve 16. That is, the threaded shank 30 extends
from the bottom of the drive head of the tightening screw
28, through to the distal end 14 of the anchor. The ex-
pansion portion 22 has an internal thread which is de-
signed to engage with the threaded shank 30 such that
the expansion portion 22 can move axially along the lon-
gitudinal axis 20. The expansion portion 22 is screwed
onto the distal end 14 of the shank 30. It is preferable
that the expansion portion 22 is frustoconical in shape,
having a taper towards the proximal end 12 of the anchor
10. Alternatively, the expansion portion may be cylindri-
cal in shape.
[0043] The sleeve 16 is provided with a body portion
18 at a proximal end. Expansion tabs 24 are attached to
the body portion 18 and extend in a direction from the
body portion 18 towards the distal end 14. The tabs 24
extend in a direction that is parallel to the longitudinal
axis 20. It is preferred that the expansion tabs 24 have
a free distal end. As the tightening screw 28 is tightened

in use, the expansion portion 22 moves axially towards
the proximal end 12 of the anchor 10. This axial move-
ment of the threaded expansion portion 22 urges the ends
of the expansion tabs 24 radially outward from the lon-
gitudinal axis 20. In this example, each expansion tab 24
is provided with a number of gripping portion, namely
teeth 34 which, as will be explained, are capable of grip-
ping a surface on which the expansion tabs 24 engage.
A flange 32 may be provided below the drive head of the
tightening screw 28. The flange 32 is made from metal
in this example and prevents the tightening screw 28 from
sinking into the wall or surface that the anchor 10 is to
be attached to. This will be made clearer with reference
to the subsequent drawings.
[0044] The anchor 10 is further provided with a deform-
able leg 26. Only one deformable leg 26 is illustrated in
this example, but it should be appreciated that the anchor
10 may also be provided with further deformable legs 26
arranged around the circumference of the sleeve 16. The
leg 26 extends between the body portion 18 and the ex-
pansion portion 22 of the sleeve 16. The leg 26 is attached
to each of the body portion 18 and the expansion portion
22. Thus, when the expansion portion 22 moves axially
along the longitudinal axis 20 towards the body portion
18 (i.e. towards the proximal end 12), a force is exerted
onto the leg 26 from the distal end 14. The implications
of this force exerted onto the leg 26 will be described
later, particularly with reference to Figure 3 and Figure
4. The leg 26 is formed from two segments coupled to
one another. More specifically, the leg 26 comprises a
proximal segment 26a that is attached to the body portion
18, and a distal segment 26b which is attached to the
expansion portion 22. The proximal segment 26a and
the distal segment 26b are coupled to one another.
[0045] Figure 2 shows the sleeve 116 of an expansion
anchor in an open arrangement. That is, the sleeve 116
is shown in an unfolded (i.e. unrolled) state so as to il-
lustrate the sleeve 116 in more detail. In this embodiment
shown, the body 118 of the expansion anchor has three
expansion tabs 124 angularly equidistant (i.e. equidis-
tantly spaced) from one another. It shall be understood,
however, that the present invention is not limited to a
body 118 and sleeve 116 having three expansion tabs
124. The expansion anchor may comprise one or two
expansion tabs 124, or more than three expansion tabs
124, for example. Each one of the expansion tabs 124
has a gripping portion 134 located at either end of the
tab 124, that is designed to allow the expansion tabs 124
to grip a surface of a hole (not shown) in which the anchor
is to be inserted.
[0046] Legs 126 are positioned in-between thee ex-
pansion tabs 124. In this particular example, they are
positioned between the expansion tabs 124 such that the
legs 126 and tabs 124 are sequentially positioned one
after the other about the circumference of the tubular
sleeve 116. However, it is envisaged that the legs 126
and tabs 124 may be arranged in other suitable ways
around the circumference of the sleeve 116, such as, for
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example, two tabs 124 followed by two legs 126. It is
further envisaged that, while in this example the ends of
the legs 126 and tabs 124 are level with one another, in
other examples, they may instead be axially displaced
relative to one another along the longitudinal axis of the
sleeve 116, for example, some of the legs 126 and/or
tabs 124 may be closer to the distal end of the anchor
and others may be closer to the proximal end. It should
be appreciated that any number of legs 126 and tabs 124
may be provided on the expansion anchor. It should fur-
ther be appreciated that the expansion anchor may have
on it a number of legs 126 and tabs 124 serially arranged
thereon in any pattern. For example, an expansion tab
may have alternating tabs 124 and legs 126. Alternative-
ly, the expansion tab may have a different configuration
such that two deformable legs are followed by one rigid
tab. Other combinations are also envisaged. Further
combinations are envisaged where the body is made of
more than one single part.
[0047] The deformable legs 126 shown in Figure 2 (A)
comprise two segments coupled to one another. That is,
each leg 126 comprises a proximal segment 126a and a
distal segment 126b which are coupled to one another.
In this particular example, an area of weakness 140 is
positioned in-between the proximal segment 126a and
the distal segment 126b. The area of weakness 140 has
a smaller width than the segments 126a,126b. Also, the
transitional portion between the area of weakness 140
and each of the segments 126a, 126b has a reduced
width. Thus, when a force is applied from the end of the
deformable leg 126, less force is required to cause the
legs 126 to deform at the respective area of weakness
140. In alternative examples, other areas of weakness
may be provided between the legs 126 and the body
portion 118, between the legs and the expansion portion
(not shown), or on the expansion tabs 124, for example.
Areas of weakness are provided to control the portions
at which the legs 126 and/or the tabs 124 are intended
to bend. In this particular example, the areas of weakness
form a living hinge between the proximal 126a and distal
126b segments. That is, the areas of weakness are thin
materials integral with and made from the same material
as the proximal 126a and distal 126b segments.
[0048] The flange 132 on the proximal side is provided
with a proximal end aperture 142, configured to receive
the shank (not shown) of the tightening screw (not
shown). On the distal side, there is provided a distal
flange 144 having a generally circular profile correspond-
ing to the tubular body portion 118. The distal flange 144
comprises a distal aperture 146, which is threaded and
through which the shank (not shown) of the tightening
screw (not shown) is screwed.
[0049] In a first configuration, exemplified in Figure 2
(A), a protruding portion 148 is also provided. The pro-
truding portion 148 is integral with and extends from the
distal flange 144 towards the distal direction. The sleeve
116 of the anchor 100 is formed as a monoblock, folded
(i.e. wrapped) around the shank of a tightening screw

(not shown). When the sleeve 116 is formed, the protrud-
ing portion 148 is engages with receiving portions 150
so as to retain the shape of the sleeve 116. In the con-
figuration exemplified in Figure 2 (B), the distal flange
244 does not have a protruding portion and the sleeve
216 does not have any receiving portions. The sleeve
216 in (B) is held together by welding. In the configuration
exemplified in Figure 2 (C), the distal flange 344 is pro-
vided with two separate protruding portions 348 spaced
apart from one another. Each protruding portion 348 is
held in a receiving portion 350 of the sleeve 316 to retain
the shape of the sleeve 316 when formed. Lastly, in the
configuration exemplified in Figure 2 (D), the distal flange
444 is provided in an off-centre location (i.e. towards the
edge of the sleeve). The distal flange 444 is provided
with a single protruding portion 448. A receiving portion
450 is provided off-centre on the other side of the sleeve,
such that when the sleeve 416 is folded (wrapped) around
the shank, the protruding portion 448 is held in the re-
ceiving portion 450 of the sleeve 416 to retain the shape
of the sleeve 416 when formed. Thus, in each of the ex-
emplary embodiments shown in Figure 2, the body 118,
218, 318, 418 is formed of a single piece of material,
preferably metal. In some examples, the expansion tabs
124, 224, 324, 424 comprise a relatively rigid material
that is more rigid than, for example, the deformable legs
126, 226, 326, 426. The central portion of the body portion
118, 218, 318, 418 is rolled up or otherwise folded into
a cylindrical form. The ends of the body portion 118, 218,
318, 418 are folded inwards to form the ends of the body
118, 218, 318, 418 and the shape is held in place using
any one of the aforementioned retention member as ex-
emplified in (A), (B), (C) and (D). Additionally, it is envis-
aged that in some specific examples, the expansion por-
tion may also be formed as part of the monobloc, i.e.
formed integral with the rest of the body portion 118.
[0050] Figure 3 shows an expansion anchor 10 insert-
ed into a wall 1070. The expansion anchor 10 is substan-
tially the same as the anchor 10 in Figure 1 so will not
be described again in detail. Referring firstly to Figure 3
(A), the anchor 10, as illustrated, is inserted into the wall
1070. More specifically, the distal end 14 of the anchor
10 is inserted into a hole of the wall 1070 and retained
in place by the sink-prevention flange 32, such that the
flange 32 lies flush against a front facing surface of the
wall 1070. The wall in this example is a relatively thin
concrete wall.
[0051] Referring now to Figure 3 (B), a power drill 1080
bit is inserted into the drive head of the tightening screw
28. Figure 3 (C) shows the tightening of the tightening
screw 28 by actuation of the power drill 1080. It should
be appreciated that the tightening of the tightening screw
28 can be by any other suitable means, such as using a
manual screwdriver, for example. As the tightening screw
28 is tightened, the drive head of the screw 28 moves
towards the flange 32 and the screw 28 moves further
into the sleeve 16.
[0052] The expansion mode of operation will now be
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described with reference particularly to Figures 3 (D),
(E) and (F). Referring firstly to Figure 3 (D), the tightening
screw 28 is flush against the surface of the flange 32. As
the screw 28 is screwed further in, the screw 28 is pre-
vented by the flange 32 from moving further along the
longitudinal axis towards the distal end. The internal
thread of the expansion portion 22 engages with the
threads on the tightening screw 32, moving the expan-
sion portion 22 along the longitudinal axis in the direction
towards the proximal end of the anchor 10.
[0053] As the expansion portion 22 moves along the
longitudinal axis in the direction of the proximal end of
the anchor 10, the expansion portion 22 exerts a force
onto the deformable leg 26. More specifically, a force is
exerted by the expansion portion 22 onto the distal seg-
ment 26b of the deformable leg 26. Since the expansion
anchor 10 in this case is inserted into a relatively thin
wall, the deformable leg 26 will be outside the hole in the
wall. The force exerted by the expansion portion 22 onto
the deformable leg 26 urges the distal segment 26b ra-
dially outward of the longitudinal axis. It should be ap-
preciated that the expansion anchor 10 is inserted into a
thin wall, however, the anchor 10 may also operate in
the expansion mode in a wall made of a material com-
prising relatively friable material, or having a low density,
for example. As the expansion portion 22 pushes onto
the deformable leg 26, the proximal segment 26a also
pushes onto the body portion 18 of the anchor 10. This
also urges the proximal segment 26a of the deformable
leg 26 radially outward of the longitudinal axis. The de-
formable leg 26, in this example, has an area of weakness
between the proximal 26a and distal 26b segments, such
that bending of the leg 26 occurs at the area of weakness,
positioned midway between the two segments 26a,26b.
In this particular example, the areas of weakness are
living hinges.
[0054] Referring now to Figure 3 (E), the tightening
screw 32 continues to be rotated (i.e. screwed) which
moves the expansion anchor 22 further towards the distal
end of the anchor 10. This movement urges the proximal
26a and distal 26b segments radially outward relative to
the longitudinal axis. Since the deformable legs 26 are
positioned outside the wall 1070, the radial displacement
of the deformable legs 26 retains the length of the prox-
imal 26a and distal 26b segments. As shown in Figure
3 (F), the deformable legs 26 expand until the proximal
segment 26a expands to be flush against the wall 1070
in which the expansion anchor 10 is retained. At this point,
the proximal segment 26a of the deformable leg 26 ex-
tends substantially perpendicularly to the longitudinal ax-
is of the anchor 10. Also shown is the urging outward of
the expansion tabs 24 as the expansion portion 22 is
moved along the longitudinal axis towards the proximal
end of the anchor 10.
[0055] Figure 4 shows an anchor 10 inserted into a
wall 1070. An expansion anchor 10 is inserted into a wall
1070 having a proximal wall portion 1070a and a distal
wall portion 1070b. The expansion anchor 10 is substan-

tially the same as the anchor 10 in Figure 1 and the
anchor 10 in Figure 3 and is therefore not described in
any detail. Referring firstly to Figure 4 (A), the anchor
10 as illustrated is inserted into a relatively thick wall 1070
(i.e. the wall thickness is substantially the same as the
length of the anchor 10). To exemplify the locking mode
of operation, Figure 4 illustrates the expansion anchor
10 inserted into the wall 1070 consisting of a proximal
wall portion 1070a and a distal wall portion 1070b which
together, have a length (i.e. a thickness) substantially the
same as the length of the anchor 10. More specifically,
when the distal end 14 of the anchor 10 is inserted into
a hole of the wall 1070 and retained in place by the sink-
prevention flange 32, the distal end of the anchor 10 lies
substantially flush with the rear surface of the distal wall
portion 1070b.
[0056] Referring now to Figure 4 (B), a power drill 1080
bit is inserted in the drive head of the tightening screw
28. The actuation of the power drill 1080 tightens the
tightening screw 28. It is envisaged that the tightening of
the tightening screw 28 can be by any other means, such
as using a manual screwdriver, for example. As the tight-
ening screw 28 tightens, the drive head of the screw 28
moves towards the flange 32 and the screw 28 moves
further into the sleeve 16.
[0057] The locking mode of operation will now be de-
scribed with reference particularly to Figures 4 (C), (D)
and (E). Referring firstly to Figure 4 (C), the tightening
screw 28 is flush against the surface of the flange 32. As
the screw 28 is screwed further in, the screw 28 is pre-
vented by the flange 32 from moving past the front sur-
face of the proximal wall portion 1070a. The internal
thread of the expansion portion 22 engages with the
threads on the tightening screw 32, moving the expan-
sion portion 22 along the longitudinal axis in the direction
towards the proximal end of the anchor 10.
[0058] As the expansion portion 22 moves along the
longitudinal axis in the direction of the proximal end of
the anchor 10, the expansion portion 22 exerts a force
onto the deformable leg 26. More specifically, a force is
exerted by the expansion portion 22 onto the distal seg-
ment 26b of the deformable leg 26. The expansion anchor
10 in this example is inserted into a wall having a relatively
high thickness. In such instance, the deformable leg 26
is inside of the wall (i.e. not in a hollow section of wall,
not outside the wall). The force exerted by the expansion
portion 22 onto the deformable leg 26 causes a force to
be transferred to the proximal segment 26a. This causes
the proximal segment 26a of the deformable leg 26 to
crumple. More specifically, the proximal segment 26a un-
der force becomes shorter in length. It is also envisaged
that in other examples, the distal segment 26b crumples
and becomes shorter in length instead of collapsing and
folding into sub-segments. In this example, the proximal
segment 26a becomes shorter and increases in radial
thickness relative to the longitudinal axis. It should be
appreciated that although in this example the expansion
anchor 10 is inserted into a thick wall 1070, the anchor
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10 may also operate in the expansion mode in a wall
made of a material comprising a compact material or a
material of high density, for example.
[0059] Referring now to Figure 4 (D), as the expansion
portion 22 pushes further onto the deformable leg 26, the
proximal segment 26a pushes onto the body portion 18
of the anchor 10, crumpling the proximal segment 26a
even more. This begins to urge the distal segment 26b
of the deformable leg 26 radially outward over the prox-
imal segment 26a relative to the longitudinal axis. The
deformable leg 26 in this example has an area of weak-
ness between the proximal 26a and distal 26b segments,
such that bending and/or crumpling of the proximal seg-
ment 26a occurs at the area of weakness.
[0060] Referring now to Figure 4 (E), the tightening
screw 32 continues to be rotated (i.e. screwed) which
moves the expansion anchor 22 further towards the distal
end of the anchor 10. This movement urges the distal
segment 26b towards the proximal end of the anchor 10 ,
as well as, radially outward relative to the longitudinal
axis, covering the proximal segment 26a. Since the de-
formable legs 26 are positioned inside the wall 1070, the
deformable legs 26 are unable to expand fully to radially
displace outward relative to the longitudinal axis. How-
ever, the crumpling of the proximal segment 26a allows
the distal segment 26b to displace slightly in the radial
direction to retain (i.e. wedge) the expansion anchor 10
in the wall 1070. Also, the movement of the expansion
portion 22 along the longitudinal axis towards the proxi-
mal end of the anchor 10 urges the expansion tabs 22
outward to grip the inner surface of the wall 1070. The
provision of gripping portions 34 on the tabs 24 further
improve the grip of the tabs 24.
[0061] Figure 5 shows the distal end of an anchor 10
in the expansion mode of operation. The anchor 10 pro-
trudes from a rear surface of a wall 1070. In the expanded
state, the proximal segment 26a is flush against the wall
in which the expansion anchor 10 is retained. As shown,
the proximal segment 26a of the deformable leg 26 ex-
tends substantially perpendicularly to the longitudinal ax-
is of the anchor 10. Also shown is the urging outward of
the expansion tabs 24 as the expansion portion 22 is
moved along the longitudinal axis towards the proximal
end of the anchor 10. It is envisaged that in other exam-
ples, the expansion anchor 10 is retained in a wall having
a low density or made of a relatively friable material. Thus,
the gripping portions 34 of the expansion tabs 34 grip
onto the wall 1070 to further improve retention therein.
[0062] Figure 6 shows a distal end of an anchor 10 in
the locking mode of operation. The anchor 10 protrudes
from a rear surface of a wall 1070. In this example, the
deformable legs 26 of the anchor 10 are held inside the
wall, precluding the expansion of the legs 26 radially out-
ward. The movement of the expansion portion 22 along
the longitudinal axis towards the proximal end of the an-
chor 10 urges the expansion tabs 24 radially outward to
engage with the wall. In this particular example, the ex-
pansion tabs 24 are provided with gripping portions 34

which further increase the retention of the anchor 10 with
the wall 1070. Though not explicitly shown in Figure 6,
the proximal segment 26a crumbles under the force ex-
erted by the expansion portion 22, increasing the radially
thickness of the proximal segment 26a to retain the an-
chor 10 in the wall. Also, it is to be appreciated that in
some examples, the expansion portion 22 moves further
along towards the proximal end of the anchor so as to
urge the distal segment 26b of the deformable leg 26,
further improving retention of the anchor 10 in the wall
1070.
[0063] Figure 7 shows a proximal end of an anchor 10
protruding from a front surface of a wall 1070. Once the
expansion anchor 10 has expanded in either the expan-
sion mode of operation or the locking mode of operation,
as hereinbefore described, the anchor 10 is retained in-
side a hole 1072 in the wall 1070. Figure 8 shows an
anchor 10 where the tightening screw is removed, e.g.
using a power drill, a screwdriver, or another tool. The
anchor 10 remains retained in the wall 1070. Compo-
nents desired to be attached to the wall, such as screens
or paintings for example, can then be attached to the wall
1070 via the tightening screw 28. The flange 32 is pro-
vided with cutouts 33a, 33b that a user can engage with
in order to grip the tightening screw 28 to insert or remove
the screw 28 into and from the hole 1072 in the wall 1072,
respectively.
[0064] Various modifications to the detailed designs
described above are envisaged. For example, an addi-
tional spur may be provided at the distal end of the an-
chor. The spur attaches the anchor to an external metal
strip. An additional row of anchors may be provided to
the external metal strip, mirroring the first row of anchors.
In this way, the distal end of the anchors are connected
to the external metal strip via spurs. Additionally, an ad-
ditional metal strip may be provided to retain the addi-
tional row of anchors. These anchors are attached to the
additional metal strip via spurs provided at the proximal
end of the anchor.
[0065] Referring to Figure 9, the distal end of the an-
chor 516 is provided with a foldable joint 594. The foldable
joint connects distal flange 544 to the rest of the sleeve.
The distal flange 544 has a catch member 595 that is
integral with the distal flange 544. The spur 589 provided
on the distal end of the anchor 516 is integrally connected
to the anchor 516. This forms an axis in which the joint
594 and spur 589 are separated by an angle of 90°. The
locking configuration provided by the joint reinforces the
structure of the flange-end of the anchor. This provides
an increased resistance to potential opening of the
sleeve. Figure 10 shows the anchor 516 in a closed (i.
e. locked) position. In the closed position, the distal flange
544 hinges onto the distal end opening of the anchor 516.
The catch member 595 engages an opening 597 in the
sleeve to locate the catch member 595 so as to maintain
the distal flange 544 in the closed position.
[0066] Through the description and claims of this spec-
ification, the words "comprise" and "contain" and varia-
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tions of them mean "including but not limited to", and they
are not intended to (and do not) exclude other moieties,
additives, components, integers or steps. Throughout the
description and claims of this specification, the singular
encompasses the plural unless the context otherwise re-
quires. In particular, where the indefinite article is used,
the specification is to be understood as contemplating
plurality as well as singularity, unless the context requires
otherwise.
[0067] Features, integers, characteristics, com-
pounds, chemical moieties or groups described in con-
junction with a particular aspect, embodiment or example
of the invention are to be understood to be applicable to
any other aspect, embodiment or example described
herein unless incompatible therewith. All of the features
disclosed in this specification (including any accompa-
nying claims, abstract and drawings), and/or all of the
steps of any method or process so disclosed, may be
combined in any combination, except combinations
where at least some of such features and/or steps are
mutually exclusive. The invention is not restricted to the
details of any foregoing embodiments. The invention ex-
tends to any novel one, or any novel combination, of the
features disclosed in this specification (including any ac-
companying claims, abstract or drawings), or to any novel
one, or any novel combination, of the steps of any method
or process so disclosed.
[0068] It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the
art that the above embodiment(s) have been described
by way of example only and not in any limitative sense,
and that various alterations and modifications are possi-
ble without departing from the scope of the invention as
defined by the appended claims. Various modifications
to the detailed designs as described above are possible.

Claims

1. An expansion anchor comprising a tubular sleeve
having a longitudinal axis and comprising an expan-
sion portion at a distal end and a body portion at a
proximal end and expansion tabs attached to the
body portion and extending towards the distal end;
a tightening screw configured to move the expansion
portion along said longitudinal axis inside the expan-
sion tabs so as to expand the tabs radially outwardly
relative to the longitudinal axis; wherein the expan-
sion anchor comprises at least one deformable leg
extending between and attached to the body portion
and to the expansion portion of the tubular sleeve,
the deformable leg comprising at least two coupled
segments, a distal segment attached to the expan-
sion portion and a proximal segment attached to the
body portion, wherein movement of the expansion
portion of the sleeve along the longitudinal axis caus-
es either: one of the proximal or the distal segment
of the deformable leg to get shorter in length in the
direction of the longitudinal axis; or both the distal

and proximal segments of the deformable leg to re-
tain their length and to be radially outwardly dis-
placed relative to the longitudinal axis.

2. An expansion anchor according to claim 1, wherein
the one of the proximal or the distal segment of the
deformable leg collapses to a shorter length in the
direction of the longitudinal axis.

3. An expansion anchor according to claim 2, wherein
the one of the proximal or the distal segment of the
deformable leg collapses by folding into sub-seg-
ments.

4. An expansion anchor according to any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein shorting of the proximal or distal seg-
ment increases its radial thickness relative to the lon-
gitudinal axis which in turn causes the other of the
proximal or distal segment to move radially outwardly
relative to the longitudinal axis as the expansion por-
tion moves along the longitudinal axis.

5. An expansion anchor according to any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein the expansion portion is frustoconical
and tapered towards the proximal end of the tubular
sleeve.

6. An expansion anchor according to any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein the expansion portion is cylindrical.

7. An expansion anchor according to any one of claims
1 to 6, wherein the tubular body is integrally formed
of a single piece of material.

8. An expansion anchor according to any one of claims
1 to 7, wherein the expansion tabs are relatively rigid.

9. An expansion anchor according to any one of claims
1 to 8, wherein the expansion tabs have a free distal
end.

10. An expansion anchor according to any one of the
preceding claims, comprising at least two expansion
tabs equally circumferentially spaced around the tu-
bular sleeve.

11. An expansion anchor according to any one of the
preceding claims, comprising three deformable legs
equally circumferentially spaced around the tubular
sleeve.

12. An expansion anchor according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the expansion tabs and
deformable legs are serially arranged using any
number and any combination of said expansion tabs
and said deformable legs, about the circumference
of the tubular sleeve.
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13. An expansion anchor according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the deformable legs are
formed with areas of weakness between the seg-
ments and between respective segments and the
expansion portion and the body portion of the tubular
sleeve, the areas of weakness forming bending
points between adjacent segments of the deforma-
ble legs and/or between a segment of the deformable
legs and the body portion and/or the expansion por-
tion of the tubular sleeve.

14. An expansion anchor according to claim 13, wherein
the areas of weakness form a living hinge.

15. An expansion anchor according to any one of the
preceding claims, formed from metal.
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